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Genetic Development Center

22909 FM 2154

Navasota, TX 77868

Sale Managed by:

Marketing Superior Genetics.

Mark Cowan | markc@amscattle.com.......................903-495-4522
Trey Kirkpatrick | treyk@amscattle.com....................979-324-5518
Richard Hood | richardh@amscattle.com..................979-224-6150
www.amscattle.com

Auctioneer: Leo Casas.............................................361-362-5863

Trucking: Trucking will be available sale day.

Load Out: Cattle will be loaded out at the conclusion of the sale 
and after proper settlement is made.

Health Papers: Health papers will be provided on each lot in the 
sale suitable for interstate shipment. 

Hotel Accommodations:  Numerous chains of hotels are avail-
able in the Bryan/College Starion area.

Catalog Produced by:  
Cattle Solutions
Crystal Devoll | cddevoll@gmail.com

Videos Produced by:  
Ideal Video Productions
Wade Fisher | wade@idealvideoproductions.com

Schedule of Events
Thursday, March 31, 2016

All Day Cattle available for viewing
Friday, April 1, 2016

8:00 AM Coffee and donuts
8 - 11 AM Cattle available for viewing
11:00 AM Centex Performance Bull Sale

Lunch will be served after sale.
*All times listed are central times.

SIGHT UNSEEN PURCHASE OPTION
If you are unable to attend the auction in person simply contact the AMS marketing team or the UBB personnel.
• Describe your selection criteria and the type of bulls or female(s) you wish to purchase and your price range.
• You pay only the bid price, just as if you were bidding in person.
• We will call after the sale to confirm your purchase and you can confirm your payment method and arrange shipping.
• You decide if the animal meets your criteria upon delivery. If you are not happy with your purchase, you don’t own it.
• It is as simple as that. 100% Satisfaction guaranteed!

VIEWING VIDEOS
Videos of sale cattle can be viewed at:
• www.idealvideoproductions.com
• www.amscattle.com

consignors

Austin Ranches (AUST)
Bill and Elida Austin
Menard, Texas
361-774-1065

JAK Brangus (JAK)
Ken Hughes
Franklin, Texas
979-229-8718

Pennridge Ranch (PENNR)
Pete Deleeuw
Paige, Texas
713-703-1622

Shooting Star Land & Cattle (SSTAR)
Earl Bowman and Michelle Wilson
Lamesa, Texas
432-556-7430

Triple JR Cattle Company (TJR)
Chip Gibson
Schulenburg, Texas
281-831-4476
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Welcome
The progressive and dedicated Brangus breeders have gone 
to the time and expense of providing you, the customer, with 
the most complete set of information available in the Brangus 
breed. In addition to the pedigree and performance informa-
tion utilized in the EPD calculations, EPDs in this sale are 
genomically enhanced to increase their accuracy, reflected in 
the line below the EPD value. Higher accuracy, genomically 
enhanced EPDs increases your confidence to make the best 
selection decisions by reducing the amount EPDs may be 
expected to differ from actual breeding values which reduces 
your selection risk.

Buy with confidence that you are getting what the numbers 
say you are getting.

In addition to utilizing DNA to generate higher accuracy, 
genomically enhanced EPDs, this dedicated set of breeders 
has incurred the additional cost of collecting individual feed 
intake data from which residual feed intake (RFI) and feed to 
gain (F:G) have been calculated. Bulls were developed at the 
Genetic Development Center in Navasota, TX on the GrowSafe system. RFI and F:G values were calculated by GrowSafe. See accom-
panying explanation of RFI by Gordon Carstens, PhD from Texas A&M University, one of the leading experts on RFI and feed efficiency 
in beef cattle.

Informed buyers are good buyers. We are committed to providing you with the most comprehensive set of information possible on the 
bulls selling in the “Central Texas Performance Tested Bull Sale”. We have highlighted the bulls in the top 40% for BW, and above aver-
age for WW, YW, REA and IMF.

Sincerely,
Trey Kirkpatrick
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Background on residual feed intake
by Gordon Carstens, Phd. texas a&M University

Feed efficiency has typically been measured in beef cattle 
using feed-to-gain ratio (F:G), which is a gross measure of 
efficiency that does not attempt to differentiate between feed 
needed to support maintenance and growth energy require-
ments. While previous studies have shown that F:G ratio is 
moderately heritable, F:G is strongly correlated with growth 
rate in an inverse manner—faster growing cattle will have a 
lower and more favorable F:G ratio. Consequently, F:G ratio 
has limited utility in selection programs as favorable selection 
for F:G will lead to increases in cow mature size and conse-
quently increases in the cost of feed needed to support the 
cow herd. 

Residual feed intake (RFI) is an alternative feed efficiency 
trait that measures between-animal variation in feed intake 
beyond that needed to support maintenance and growth 
energy requirements. RFI is calculated as the difference 
between an animal’s actual DM intake and its expected DM 
intake based on its body weight (BW) and level of production. 
Efficient animals are those that eat less feed than expected 
based on their BW and level of production—efficient animals 
will have negative RFI. Unlike ratio-based efficiency traits 
(F:G ratio) that are highly influenced by growth and maturity 
patterns, RFI is minimally related to the animal’s body size or 
level of production. Research has shown that RFI is moder-
ately heritable in beef cattle, weakly correlated with fatness, 
and not significantly correlated with meat quality traits.

Results demonstrate that between-animal variation in performance, feed efficiency and carcass-quality all contribute to profitability of 
feedlot steers, and illustrates the value of balanced selection programs to favorably improve net returns for beef production systems.
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STAR'S GAME CHANGER 88C































         
         



























        
         

AUSTIN'S MR NEW VISION 675C3






























         
         



























        
         

AUSTIN'S MR HIRE THIS 795C2































         
         



























        
         



Lot Number

Three Generation 
Pedigree

Expected Progeny Differences 
(EPDs) with breed accuracies be-
low, followed by breed percentile 

(%) ranking.

Carrier (C) or potential carrier 
(PC) of a genetic condition.

Followed by top 40% or higher 
EPD rankings and footnote.

Adjusted weights and 
measurements followed by ratios 
in perentheses.

Registration Number
Private Herd Number

Polled/Scurred Generation

Consignor Code

Natural Service/Artificail Insemination/Embryo Transfer
Date of Birth

Registered Name

Reading the Data

Category Selling
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STAR'S GAME CHANGER 88C































         
         



























        
         

AUSTIN'S MR NEW VISION 675C3






























         
         



























        
         

AUSTIN'S MR HIRE THIS 795C2
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AUSTIN'S MR CSONKA 894C7






























         
         



























        
         

AUSTIN'S MR. CONSENSUS 569C






























         
         



























        
         

AUSTIN'S MR. CONSENSUS 36B1































         
         



























        
         

JAK Z4 209C2
































         
         



























        
         

JAK Z4 541C
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PR ELEGIDO 127C6































         
         



























        
         

PR GAMECHANGER 58C
































         
         



























        
         

TJR JETHRO'S PRIDE 924/C






























         
         



























        
         

MC ELEGIDO 127C8
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PR GAMECHANGER 99C3































         
         



























        
         

STAR'S HIGH PROFILE 127C16































         
         



























        
         

AUSTIN'S MR CSONKA 894C6






























         
         



























        
         

AUSTIN'S MR CONSENSUS 541C4






























         
         



























        
         

AUSTIN'S MR DALHART 535C2






























         
         



























        
         



16 sire
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AUSTIN'S MR SLUGGER 392C2






























         
         



























        
         

AUSTIN'S MR STONEWALL 415C3






























         
         



























        
         

AUSTIN'S MR CONSENSUS 894C8






























         
         



























        
         

AUSTIN'S MR. BEAUREGARD 803C




























         
         



























        
         

AUSTIN'S MR HALL'S LBS 30C2
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AUSTIN'S MR CSONKA 894C1




























         
         



























        
         

AUSTIN'S MR. CONSENSUS 237C




























         
         



























        
         

AUSTIN'S MR SLUGGER 392C7






























         
         



























        
         

AUSTIN'S MR HALL'S LBS 302C5






























         
         



























        
         

AUSTIN'S MR. BEAUREGARD 289C
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PR GAMECHANGER 222C3
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PR RENEW 112C
































         
         



























        
         

PR CROSSOVER 1420C2
































         
         



























        
         

AUSTIN'S MR CSONKA 894C3






























         
         



























        
         



29 sire
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STAR'S FINAL CUT 665C6






























         
         



























        
         

STAR'S FINAL CUT 665C4






























         
         



























        
         

STAR'S FINAL CUT 665C8






























         
         



























        
         

STAR'S FINAL CUT 665C12






























         
         



























        
         

STAR'S FINAL CUT 665C10




























         
         



























        
         



36 sire
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STAR'S HIGH PROFILE 127C






























         
         













   

        
         

AUSTIN'S MR HIRE THIS 795C6






























         
         



























        
         

AUSTIN'S MR. SLUGGER 191C




























         
         



























        
         

STAR'S GUARDIAN 449C2




























         
         



























        
         

AUSTIN'S MR CONSENSUS 302C1




























         
         



























        
         



43 sire
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AUSTIN'S MR CONSENSUS 803C20




























         
         
























        
         

AUSTIN'S MR FOUNDATION 30C4






























         
         
















   

        
         

AUSTIN'S MR CONSENSUS 894C11






























         
         



























        
         

AUSTIN'S MR SLUGGER 415C6




























         
         



























        
         

PR GAMECHANGER 535C7
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PR THREE D 661C






























         
         



























        
         

PR CROSSOVER 127C12






























         
         



























        
         

PR DOUBLE TAKE 535C6






























         
         



























        
         

PR DOUBLE TAKE 535C4































         
         



























        
         

AUSTIN'S MR. SLUGGER 803C3




























         
         



























        
         

AUSTIN'S MR CONSENSUS 302C2
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AUSTIN'S MR SLUGGER 415C7




























         
         



























        
         

AUSTIN'S MR CORONADO 415C1






























         
         



























        
         

AUSTIN'S MR SLUGGER 803C5




























         
         



























        
         

AUSTIN'S MR SLUGGER 803C9




























         
         



























        
         

AUSTIN'S MR HALL'S LBS 30C3




























         
         



























        
         



SIGHT UNSEEN PURCHASE OPTION

If you are unable to attend the auction in person simply 
contact the AMS marketing team or the UBB personnel.
• Describe your selection criteria and the type of bulls or 

female(s) you wish to purchase and your price range.
• You pay only the bid price, just as if you were bidding in 

person.
• We will call after the sale to confirm your purchase and 

you can confirm your payment method and arrange 
shipping.

• You decide if the animal meets your criteria upon 
delivery. If you are not happy with your purchase, you 
don’t own it.

• It is as simple as that. 100% Satisfaction guaranteed!
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AUSTIN'S MR CONSENSUS 191C1




























         
         



























        
         

AUSTIN'S MR HIRE THIS 795C11




























         
         



























        
         

JAK 762Y7 268C2






























         
         



























        
         

AUSTIN'S MR NEW VISION 675C4






























         
         



























        
         

JAK 101 CONSENSUS 240C





























         
         



























        
         



63 sire
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AUSTIN'S MR CONSENSUS 894C10




























         
         



























        
         

AUSTIN'S MR CONSENSUS 415C12




























         
         



























        
         

AUSTIN'S MR BEAUREGARD 26C




























         
         



























        
         

AUSTIN'S MR STONEWALL 415C4




























         
         



























        
         

JAK 535A2 392C7




























         
         



























        
         



68 sire
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AUSTIN'S MR SLUGGER 392C3






























         
         



























        
         

STAR'S FINAL CUT 802C6






























         
         



























        
         

STAR'S BLACKHAWK 802C2




























         
         



























        
         

STAR'S STORMY 99B4




























         
         



























        
         

STAR'S ROWDY 99B6




























         
         



























        
         



71 sire
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PR PLAYBOOK 129B5































         
         



























        
         

STAR'S X-TREME 302A




























         
         




























        
         

STAR'S AVENGER 302B2






























         
         



























        
         

STAR'S SLIDER 302B4






























         
         



























        
         

STAR'S RAMBLER 302B6






























         
         



























        
         



79 sire
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STAR'S DOS EQUIS 544B




























         
         



























        
         

STAR'S SHOT PUT 665B24






























         
         



























        
         

STAR'S SPITFIRE 665B26






























         
         



























        
         

STAR'S SIDEKICK 802B8






























         
         



























        
         

STAR'S SOLITAIRE 820B2






























         
         



























        
         



84 sire



BIDDING
Each animal will be sold to the highest bidder without 
reserve. The auctioneer will settle any disputes as to bids 
and his decision on such matters shall be final.

TERMS
Each animal becomes the risk of the purchaser as soon as 
sold, but it shall be the obligation of the seller to see that 
animals are fed and cared for until loaded for shipment or 
until the expiration of 48 hours after the sale, whichever 
occurs sooner. After 48 hours a maintenance fee of $5.00 
per day will be assessed until pickup, unless AMS arranges 
shipment.

SIGHT UNSEEN PURCHASES
Buyers may purchase bulls through American Marketing 
Service personnel at auction without viewing the cattle. 
For sight unseen purchases, the buyer has the right of 
inspection at the time of delivery. If the animal is deemed 
unsatisfactory, it may be reloaded on the delivery truck 
and returned to the farm of the seller at no obligation to the 
buyer. All transportation expenses will be the responsibility 
of the seller. If the animal is deemed unsatisfactory within 
one week of the purchase, the buyer may at their expense, 
return the animal to the farm of the seller for a full refund of 
the purchase price.

CERTIFICATE OF REGISTRY
A transferred certificate of registry will be furnished to the 
purchaser for each registered animal once proper settlement 
has been made.

HEALTH
Health papers suitable for interstate shipment will be 
furnished on all animals.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Any changes from the information of any kind in this 
catalog will be provided in a sale day supplement sheet or 
announced from the auction block and such information 
shall take precedence over cataloged information.

BREEDING GUARANTEE
1. All animals are guaranteed to be breeders with the 

exception of: a) calves under 12 months of age; b) 
animals shown by purchaser after sale in which the 
guarantee (if any) shall be between the seller and the 
buyer; c) injury or disease occurring after the sale; d) 
gross negligence or willful misconduct on the part of the 
purchaser; e) death by any reason.

2. Any bull which settles cows by natural service and 
passes a fertility test made by competent veterinarians, 

mutually agreed upon by the buyer and seller, during any 
six month period of trial (provided for in paragraph 2 of 
the section of these sales terms and conditions entitled 
“Options and Privileges of Return or Adjustment”) shall 
be considered a breeder. All partial interest bulls are 
guaranteed to produce freezable quality semen.

3. Open females have not been served and are so 
guaranteed.

OPTIONS AND PRIVILEGES OF RETURN OR 
ADJUSTMENT
1. All claims for adjustment or refund must be made in 

writing within six months of the sale date.
2. In the event an animal is claimed to be a non-breeder, the 

animal may be returned to the Ranch of the consignor 
if in good condition and complying with the health 
requirements of the state of origin. The seller shall be 
entitled to a six month trial following the return of the 
animal in which to prove that the animal is a breeder. 
If at the end of six months the seller is unable to prove 
the animal is a breeder, the seller shall at the option 
of the buyer replace the animal with another of equal 
value or issue a credit for the initial selling price. If the 
seller proves the animal to be a breeder, it shall be the 
obligation of the purchaser to take delivery of the animal 
and pay all expenses incurred for transportation.

3. If an animal is sold and at a later date proves not to be 
eligible for registration under association rules, the seller 
shall be obligated to make a satisfactory adjustment on 
the purchase price to the buyer, refund the purchase 
price or issue a credit for the initial selling price upon the 
return of the animal to the farm of the seller.

4. If an animal is sold and through DNA is proven to have 
incorrect parentage as represented by the certificate 
of registration, and for which the parentage can be 
determined, the seller shall be obligated to make a 
satisfactory adjustment on the purchase price to the 
buyer, refund the purchase price or issue a credit for the 
initial selling price upon the return of the animal to the 
farm of the seller.

RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS
1. The above terms and conditions of sale shall constitute 

a contract between the buyer and seller of each animal 
and shall be equally binding on both. Other than the 
guarantees and warranties stated above, no other 
warranties or guarantees are expressed or implied. 
Each sale or resale of an animal constitutes a separate 
transaction.

2. American Marketing Service or any other person 
connected with the management of the sale assumes 
no liability, legal or otherwise.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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